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3-legged single factor auth solutions like duo fido 2.0 (including duo fido 2.0 without geo. wpa/wpa2 enterprise/802.1x authentication) enterprise level authentication solutions are not compatible with proroot's boot & application cracking mechanism. instead, we make full use of any android apps / libraries. the rootkit runs in the background as a system-wide stealth service. proroot is a full
length application and can be installed after the boot process. no need to boot android again to run rootkit! proroot is the main rootkit component of proroot ci, duo fido 2.0 is the second rootkit. because the compromised network & device is not required to use the device, our application will not be restricted from 0. if the network is compromised, the app will never know it. one of the best

ways to avoid that is to make sure you have a strong passphrase on your devices. as far as we know, if it has a pin or fingerprint-based unlock, you're still safe. preventing phishing attacks should be the last step in your security. it is not a risk management strategy if you do not mitigate the risks you are exposed to, since sometimes, even devices with very good safeguards against
malware and phishing, end up compromised because they fall to well-phished attacks. for example, if a small percentage of employees or contractors have their devices stolen, you have no guarantee that the next time you check your device, it is not a trojan-horse or keylogger. the same applies to any other phishing attack vector. when in doubt, do not use your devices. bruteforce

offline password cracking methods can be used to compromise the device. this is the most common method of attack used by public and private companies, since you only need to figure out the pattern that has a high success rate. sometimes brute force is made using software, such as a dictionary or brute-force tools, but an offline brute force attack is commonly used because it is much
less expensive and more efficient.
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the great thing about vlc is that it's cross-platform, free, and has a
bunch of useful features. one of which is “split the screen”, which

splits your screen up in two halves. it can be used to position anything
you want, on different sections of your desktop. theres also two pairs

of additional useful features. one of those is parallel playback. you
can have two vlc instances playing two different parts of the same file

simultaneously. and, theres this awesome usage of it . backbox
remote access is a really simple one. with it, i can ssh into the device,

and this works across multiple platforms (windows, mac, and linux)
and operating systems (windows, mac, and linux). with a few
commands, i can access the devices command line, and type

something simple like ping. this allows me to hop into another device.
bountysucks is an amazing website that allows you to search for the

most relevant bounty information for your search term. but, it’s a
little more fun when you can paste in any url, and it will search for a

vulnerability in that url. i had multiple urls with enough time and
resources to hack this and failed miserably at it. the first website that
i was messing with did more of what i wanted, and the html is saved
on the host. i grabbed the instructions from http://ip-hijack.com/ and

this worked pretty well, but it didnt address the issue where i was
unable to ssh, and i couldnt reach it via telnet or rlogin. the issue is

that the server ip is not static, it changes, as does the ip of the
gateway. so, i built a simple script that iterates through a list of

servers, and kills each one. then, i have another script that uses burp
proxy to connect to the server, and spoof the ip, gateway, and dns.
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